is sometimes a benighted discipline, and cries of geographical illiteracy amongst highschool students are perpetual, thus Kevin's cunning plan should work. 4 Especially in the US, geography is often treated as a sort of intellectual closet. It largely has been folded into the historian-dominated 'social studies' in American schools, where it is often reduced to dry, static descriptions of almanac facts, compared to history's relatively more exciting sense of process, unfolding causality and dynamism.5 And with adolescents so typically in an intense stage of self-absorption, a subject that frequently explores foreign people in faraway lands surely loses appeal. The metaphor can be the reality.
Yet academic geography is more a way of seeing the world, rather than a specific body of knowledge about it.6 It is a vantage-point that emphasizes the spatiality of social relations and identities. And it is along these lines that I argue that the far more interesting geography in Geography Club can be gleaned from the text. It is not the clever metaphor of the discipline-as-boredom that strikes me as paradigmatic, but the way the spatial metaphor -and metonym -of the closet is worked through by Hartinger's text. While it has become a bit of a dead metaphor, we must recall that the closet itself is a spatial metaphor: one that stands for the concealment, denial, erasure and oppression of queer people and culture, and a central category in queer theory and analysis.7 Yet it also is a material, spatial form of oppression. It geographically delineates and demarcates homophobia and heteronormativity.
In what follows I offer a reading of the closet in Geography Club that emphasizes the metonymic and material dimensions of the closet. Though short and simply written, the text powerfully and richly captures the world of the high school, with all of its component places in all their cultural complexity or simplicity, as the case may be. High-school life is an intensely lived milieu for adolescents and its cultural geographies must be carefully decoded and navigated for social and emotional success.8 As queer teens resist their more destructive forces, and ultimately rework them into more truly democratic spaces, we can appreciate both the fixity and fluidity of closet space without sacrificing its materiality.
By focusing on the metonymic and material dimensions of closet space in the book, I extend two related strands within critical and queer geography that seek to develop more fluid, dynamic, and processual framings of queer space generally: the long-standing but not generally queer-theory influenced body of geographical work on writing, representation and literary texts9 as well as spatial metaphor specifically,10 especially that which deconstructs the metaphor/material dualism,11 and the more limited work on closet space itself12 and critiques thereof. While there may well be implications of this analysis for the growing geographical literature on children's and adolescents' sexualities as well, it was not my goal here to explore these. 13 My argument proceeds as follows. First I introduce the text by offering a brief summary of the plot and introduction to the main characters. The concepts of spatial metaphor and metonym are explicated next, with an emphasis on the ways that metonym in particular is underemphasized in the context of work on the 314 closet. I also show how implicit assumptions about the materiality of the closet, and the worlds within and outside it, are textually marked by these figures of speech. I then trace out these claims textually. Four themes are traced: the ubiquity of spatial language throughout the text overall, the materialization of metaphor (in particular, the significance of material spatial arrangements and practices in closeting), the materialization of metonym (displacements between the closet and the world, in terms particularly of synecdoche -the closet as a material space in the world -and metalepsis -the material world within the closet), and a sense of placelessness and mobility that also connects the closet and the world within Geography Club. The broader implications of my geographical reading of the novel for both geographers and cultural critics are discussed in the concluding section.
Geography Club and closet space
Geography Club is written in the form of a first-person narrative by Russell Middlebrook, a 16-year-old gay student at Robert L. Goodkind High School in a fictional small American city (see Table 1 ).14 Closeted Russell discovers that the handsome high-school jock, Kevin Land, is also gay. Soon after that revelation, his best friend, Min, also comes out as bisexual. Along with Min's girlfriend, Terese, and alternative-radical Ike, they form a small mutual support group to survive the heteronormativity endemic in high-school culture. Their challenge is how to hold these secret meetings surreptitiously in the structurally heteronormative spaces of the high-school world. They each come from different cliques, and being seen together would raise suspicion. They decide to meet in a classroom after school, but call their association 'Geography Club' because the name is so unappealing to their peers that no one else would want to join, and thereby learn the real point of their gathering.
Russell's romance with Kevin ' elsewhere', on a map that is not so concealing or confining. Perhaps it is close by, perhaps it is far away. What I find interesting with closet metonymy, however, is that spatial scale is often the context or spatial contiguity or the sequence through which signification operates. Here the framing is not based so much on location as on situation. The closet is situated in some broader scalar context (or vice versa). Spatial scales are social constructions that frame either the object under analysis or the domain of the object itself. These framings are often so tacit as to go unnoticed by interlocutors. Still, they are politically potent for their epistemological and ontological powers.24 Scale metonyms have garnered disparate yet increasing attention in geography and cultural studies, and they are typically framed along a localglobal axis of displacement.25 In the closet metaphor, for example, the closet is metonymically demarcated from the world in which it is located. As a synecdoche, the closet is a part of the world that often stands for a world in itself. Thus the closet is often displaced by a sense of 'worldliness' within it. As metalepsis, the closet signifies the great span of scalar distance between a small, highly localized place like a closet and the widest possible domain of human existence: the world itself. Through synecdoche and metalepsis, the presumption is that the interlocutors will share an understanding of both the place and situation of the event. In other words, they can interpret the nominal, absolute or relative location, but also the cultural and social saliency of that location.
Recognizing the scalarity of the closet metonym is furthered with two current insights from feminist A topological imagination focuses on connections, flows, simultaneity, situatedness, contingency, and 'becoming' rather than on fixed spaces, surfaces, or dimensions onto which grids and other forms of logical order are superimposed. 29 We can thus demarcate closets in space, and note carefully their fixity; but we cannot just do that. We must also take care to note how those closets are metonymically -but still materially -situated in worlds, and conversely, how worlds are contained in (and thus displace) closet spaces. Rather than being a mere inert stage for action, this topology is metaleptically constitutive of closet space. Coming out of the closet and staying in it can be spatial processes of movement and fixity, but they may also involve a confounding of public and private spheres. The cover of the book perfectly illustrates this space as a material geography of the closet (Figure 1 ). Here we see an institutional blue door with a mesh-glass window. The club's name has been handwritten on a piece of copy paper in magic marker and attached with torn masking tape to the dark door, suggesting the room is not dedicated to the group per se. It is a space that is only queer temporarily. A cute teenage boy stares expressionlessly from the other side of the door's wire-mesh window (thus even glass has a barrier between closet and world), but we do not see his whole face, just his eyes and the top of his head. The tips of his right hand touch the frame of the glass, suggesting a sense of confinement. Behind him, the institutional fluorescent lights lend an eerie glow to the dark classroom. We see empty chairs and bookcases behind the figure. It is not a warm or inviting or sexual space. It is a cold, generic public highschool classroom. Figure 2) . Geography Club is the second most visited place in the novel, but it is the setting for only 13 But here we were in this little hole-in-the-wall pizza place with no windows, and booths made of orange vinyl and we couldn't agree on a pizza .... Then we took the booth farthest in the back, like we were spies having a rendezvous to talk about something top secret, which I guess we kind of were.... Of course what I'd meant when I'd said 'We're all alone' was that there were no other customers in the pizza joint. 49 The emptiness of the pizza parlour becomes a material expression of closet space. It is at once safe and alienating for Russell. Here, the members get a chance to meet one another face to face for the first time. Here they first recognize their gender, class and racial differences alongside their common sexual orientation. For example, each member attempts to start a conversation by talking about a topic that only someone in her/his clique would find interesting, thus alienating the other members. More metaphorically, the members cannot decide on which toppings to get on their collective pizza, each one wanting a different topping. Towards the end of the meal, the members seem to agree that the pizza parlour is not an optimal situation for their club. Adult strangers sit close to them, and this stilts conversation, and raises the spectre that at any moment some of their classmates may also walk in and question their congregation. Members have to get home, suggesting the parlour is enough removed from their daily lifeworlds as to be inconvenient and raise suspicion of parents and peers.
They next consider the school library as a meeting site. Now libraries have a long cultural saliency as havens for queer folk. Many oral histories have recollections of queer youth searching quietly but intrepidly in the stacks for information about 'homosexuality', but for these teenagers Goodkind High School's library certainly does not serve as a good closet. Located inside the school, each student would have a ready alibi for being there. It is convenient in time-space since it is readily accessible to all of them. Nevertheless, it is rather too public a space in its demand for normalcy and the ubiquitous surveillance that impels it: This is so stupid,' Ike said. ' By arguing that Geography Club is a world, I mean it is a social sphere that has a totality unto itself for its members -just as high school is a world unto itself for teenagers more generally. In Geography Club, the students are connected to something larger than themselves or their own feelings. This sense of totality is marked by a duality that connotes a fullness and complexity to the social space of the club. It is a place where there is both similarity and difference. It is also a place that is both experientially utopian and ordinary for club members. Such dualities signify a complexity that any full totalistic world must have.
Similarity confronts difference in this world along several axes. At the first meeting, for example, Russell narrates the awkwardness and difficulty the members have during their first meeting together. The members each try to talk about something relevant to their own worlds, but find it difficult to talk outside them. They differ by race, gender, class, even sexual orientation. Most importantly to their world, they come from different and quite separate social strata in the high school: the jock, the alternative, the nobody, the intellectual etc. (see Table 1 ). These dualities suggest more than a homogeneous subculture, something larger and more complex: a social world that exhibits similarity and difference, cooperation and conflict, lust and friendship, jealousy:
Here we were, halfway through our pizzas, and it was suddenly clear that, as a group, we had nothing in common whatsoever. We were just five random people. Why should we hit it off just because we all happened to be gay? It was stupid. Ridiculous.52 And yet, Russell learns that this point of similarity is enough for empathy and mutual support. For the next line in the passage Russell says out loud, ' Cheese for pizza, or how they just got back from their latest trip to Disneyland. The whole world has to tell me over and over again how normal they are, and how different they are from me. And I have to just sit there and listen, because no one wants to hear the truth, that my family has never been to Disneyland and never will go .... So I know what you mean when you talk about people always shoving something in your face. And I know what it's like to have to hide. '55 Her empathy is complex because it does not turn on the most obvious, visible markers of her other(ed) status: her race and body. It turns on the heteronormative exclusivity of a particular form and content of family norms that she can never attain.
This radical democratic suturing of identity politics is pressed the most by Min, who is the most progressive of the club members. She proposes that the club should invite Brian Bund to join -not because he's alleged to be gay, but because he suffers from exclusionary oppression too. In weighing Min's argument, Russell suddenly recognizes the club's broader function:
What was the purpose of Geography Club? On that first day in Kephart's classroom we'd talked about a lot of things, but we'd never really talked about that. It hadn't seemed important at the time, but now I saw it kind of was. 56 For Min, Geography Club must admit Brian because its mission is providing support not just to gay, lesbian or bisexual students but to all those who, because they are in some way 'queer', get violently marginalized in the world.
If Geography Cub is a complex world where similarity and difference coexist, it is also a world that is both utopian and ordinary. As a utopian environment, it certainly is a better place than the one outside. As noted above, it is a place where they overcome difference and provide each other with empathy. In terms of a constitutive 328 politics, it is a world where members struggle for the kind of society they deserve: one of mutual respect, equality and social justice. And it is an agonistic struggle. Members were reluctant to let Belinda join. The club all but dissolves because Min is outvoted on Brian's admission. Yet it is a place where Russell experiences love for Kevin, which gets witnessed publicly in this private space. It is a place where Russell's friendship with Min is strengthened; they become closer. In one joyful scene during a club meeting, the members play 'baseball' with a ping-pong ball for a ball and an eraser as a bat, and students' desks as the bases. ' We all started laughing, and I honestly couldn't think of another time when I'd felt so close to a group of people.'57 It is a place where they have fun.
If the world within Geography Club has these utopian elements, it is one balanced with a thorough sense of the quotidian. The club is also a grounded, ordinary place, and the juxtaposition of utopian and ordinary characteristics contributes to its sense of fullness, variegation and complexity -a place that is more than the sum of its (different) parts. Much of the time is spent, for instance, in setting up rules of order that are meant to structure how these different people can fairly and equitably relate to each other. Most substantively, the central rule is that the club begins with each member having five minutes to say whatever they like. It is a utopian world, one that is radically democratic. Moreover, 'whatever anyone says in this classroom stays in this classroom. No talking about the club with anyone outside. '58 The merciless, abject world of the high school is juxtaposed nicely with a utopian, multicultural world through scenes in the park. Near the gazebo, there is a children's peace park, decorated with small wooden figures representing children of various races and ethnic geographies. Reflecting on how Geography Club made them more vulnerable, Russell and Min walk through the park. Russell notes:
The painted wooden cutouts were all these horrible ethnic stereotypes of the children of the world. But it had changed since I'd seen it last. Someone had taken a black marker and drawn tits on the wooden cutout of the Polynesian girl in the grass skirt, and they'd given the grinning, sombrero-wearing Mexican boy a hard-on. But the rosy-cheeked Eskimo boy had it worst. They'd pulled him off his base, kicked him in half, and knocked both pieces clean out of the garden.59
The vandalized figures of the other (probably by some anonymous peers) publicly warn Russell about the consequences of bringing the world of the closet into the world of high school. Later, in the midst of the novel's climax, after Min confronts Russell about his betrayal of the group in order to be part of the jock clique, the figures have been removed entirely from public space.
Now it was just a flower garden, with lots of tulips and azaleas and irises, all in full bloom. It reminded me of a cemetery, which seemed fitting somehow. It could have been a memorial for the death of Geography Club. 60 It is as if the world of Geography Club, with all its difference and community, has been destroyed by the closeting homophobia of the real world. Russell has betrayed the world inside the closet of the club.
The constitutive power of this world within the closet is nowhere better exemplified than in a scene where worlds literally collide. After the club's official first meeting, its members find themselves in the cafeteria the following day. They attempt to sit together, to cluster publicly. Since they are each from different castes, their clustering in time-space creates confusion and suspicion amongst their fellow students. So much so, in fact, that Kevin refuses to sit with them, since he has the most to lose. I quote the passage at length to give a full sense of how each member experiences the clash when the worlds within and outside of the closet collide.61
Terese was the first to step up to our table. 'Hey,' she said. She had her lunch in a greasy brown paper bag, but she didn't sit down. 'Hey,' I said, trying to sound all excited, despite how I felt. 'Have a seat.' She looked both ways, like she was about to cross a busy street. Then she barreled straight ahead, pulled out a chair, and sat. Min immediately looked down at her food. That's when it occurred to me that the two of them hadn't ever been seen together at school before. It had to be weird for them. Ike came by next, sidling up to our table like a cat burglar trying to evade the police. 'Great,' he said. 'You guys made it.' But he didn't sound like he thought it was great. He sounded like he sort of wished we'd forgotten. Ike took a seat, but with an empty chair between him and everyone else. .... This wasn't the back booth in a dark, deserted pizza parlor. This was the high school cafeteria. And in high school, everyone eats lunch with the same people every day. The people like them. Birds of a feather and all that? The four of us were birds of a feather, but no one knew that, and they couldn't ever know that.... 'Sup?' It was Kevin, towering over us with his heaping tray of food and its three cartons of milk ... I hadn't been sure Kevin was going to show .... But now that he had come, I wasn't sure if he was actually going to sit. Kevin didn't sit. He didn't look nervous, but then I saw that he had such a firm grip on his tray that his knuckles were white.62 This is the risk they face when the world within the closet collides with the world outside it. Each character undergoes a profound sense of alienation. They cannot acknowledge their peers outside Geography Club any more than they can acknowledge their fellow members. Ike sits at the table, but one seat apart from Min, Terese and Russell in a sort of plausible deniability. Kevin performs his jock coolness as his public self, but his private self is terrorized. And he does not sit. As Russell laments in characteristically spatial language, We were all citizens of different countries. Did we really think we could just pull up chairs and sit down together? There was no neutral territory on a high school campus. The land was all claimed, and the borders were solid. We couldn't just cross them at will. 63 Placelessness and mobility So far, I have illustrated the metaphoric and metonymic dimensions of the closet as a material space. Yet another theme emerges that also aids a topological imagination to the text, which is to see the liminality between closet and world. To leave my discussion 330 here risks reinscribing static either/or notions of space ultimately. In what follows, I want to note an important sense of fluidity and betweenness for the places. As a morality tale written in first-person narrative style, it is temping to interpret Geography Club as a single, linear journey. It is a tale of growing moral maturity for a teenage gay boy. The book overall is a coming-out tale, a movement from privacy in the public world to publicness in the public world, where Russell moves from being out to himself, to coming out to other queer students, to coming out to his friend Gunnar, and being in the Gay-Straight-Bisexual alliance. But that resolution masks a more complicated spatiality of both placelessness and movement that Knopp argues must be considered to advance understandings of queer geography.64
If we plot Russell's 'spatial self where time is the chronology of scenes in the text and place is the location in which the scene is set, however, we get a very different geography of Geography Club (see Figure 3) 65 What I find interesting about Figure 3 is not the fact that Russell moves through space, but rather the way he does so. We kept kissing, only this time there may have been some groping and fumbling and hugging. I think I'll end this scene here, though. After all, a guy should be allowed to keep some secrets, shouldn't he? 72 He himself claims a right of privacy against the reader. While the club is a closet for emotional support and community, it is not a closet for sex and desire. They take place privately in public space in other locations. Nevertheless, we can detect some spatial metaphor and metonymy, as this placelessness to the sexual encounter is etiolatically troped in the here and now of Russell's baseball practice with Kevin:
Kevin would slam the ball into my mitt (thwap!), and I'd do my best to heave it back at him (thwumph). At first it felt stilted and awkward. My aim was lousy, and even though Kevin was obviously going easy on me, his pitches still hit my mitt so hard, they stung my hand. 7hwap! 7Thwumph. Thwap! 7Thwumph.
But then something strange happened. It was like we fell into some sort of groove. The ball kept whizzing back and forth, and it felt like we were connected some how -like it was electricity zipping back and forth on a shiny copper wire. The ball itself was alive, and suddenly so were we -fresh and alert and raw. 73 The closeting of sex in the novel no doubt makes sense under the present conservative cultural climate in the US, and the general moral panics around adolescent sexuality, but its placelessness in the text, along with the strong sense of Russell's back-and-forth mobilities in the text, contribute not just to the sense that the closet can be thought of as material space, but also to the idea that thinking about it metonymically shows us its spatial complexity without sacrificing a materialist analysis.
Conclusion
My purpose in this paper has been to read Geography Club from a decidedly geographic perspective. More specifically, this reading has emphasized the metonymic and material dimensions of the closet to extend our understanding of closet space as both material and metaphoric. The components of my reading are threefold.
First, I extend work done within geography on writing and representation. Like all social sciences with a positivist legacy, geographers remain confounded by how to represent 'the world' (or pieces thereof) if it is always, already discursive and produced. Some geographers have turned to non-representational theory or other epistemological strategies to work productively within the crisis of representation. I suggest that a careful consideration of how representations work is also required. For example, the deployment of metaphors and metonyms is part of the process of producing closets, which do trap and conceal in very concrete, material ways. But these deployments also, ironically, nurture and protect. They produce places within the heteronormative world, but also worlds within the world, in which sexuality is never divorced from class, gender, race and other axes of difference. We can be both inside and outside these places, but that does not imply that space is incidental. In these ways, oppressive spaces and places in Geography Club capture both a fixed and a dynamic spatiality that queer geographers are trying to understand and represent.
Second, I have extended work specifically on spatial metaphor and metonym. This reading suggests that it is productive to consider metonymy as well as metaphor -in this case, the ways in which spatial language and representations are not just metaphors for oppression but also material spatializations of it. In the novel, we can see spatial structures and practices that materialize signifiers such as the Geography Club, and the practices of living within and between them (e.g. coming out, staying 'in' and moving through hallways). Materializing the metaphor need not mean insisting on a clunkiness that belies the irony and complexity of spaces like the closet (their 'knowing-by-not-knowing' or 'inside/out-ness'). We see this in the mobility around the various material and textual spaces of the novel, and the trajectory of the narrative itself, as the main character moves from inside to outside the closet, and from closet to world. There is a productive displacement of closets and world in the novel that captures the full complexity of these spaces and their power. These displacements are readily witnessed when we consider how the publicity or privacy of the main character is anachronistically placed in public or private space.
Third, this paper has applied these insights to critical geographies of sexuality and the closet itself. It insists that the closet, as a means of heteronormativity and homophobia, must be conceptualized and investigated as simultaneously a material and discursive phenomenon. Furthermore, I have suggested that linguistic signs of metonymy, synecdoche and metalepsis provide an efficient means to capture and convey the duality of the closet as both material and discursive, as well as both static and fluid. Perhaps linguistic terms that hone in on how signs do their signifying work 334 (e.g., metaphors condense; metonyms displace) can provide some useful vocabulary, and thus research trajectories, for making better sense of sexuality's spatiality, especially closet space. In particular, given the relatively scant attention paid to spatial metonymy, it is productive to explore the nuances of synecdoche and metalepsis in the production of closet space. While geographers like Sharp have warned us to be sceptical of written, fictive geographies as privileged representations of space and place,74 my point here is to suggest that writing laden with spatial metaphor and metonym can help us to understand closet space, and its scalarity, with greater ease and flexibility.
